June 24, 2021

Dear President Biden, Speaker Pelosi, Majority Leader Schumer, Chairman Pallone, Chairman Wyden and Members of the United States House of Representatives and United States Senate:

We represent the 12 states that have not yet expanded Medicaid, and today we write to urge Congress to pursue a direct coverage option for low-income individuals in non-expansion states in the forthcoming recovery legislation. Our families, friends, and neighbors can’t wait any longer for health care.

The undersigned organizations lead efforts to advance health equity and racial justice across Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Kansas, Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina, South Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, Wisconsin, and Wyoming.

We are grateful for your leadership on the American Rescue Plan Act, particularly for key provisions that incentivize states to expand Medicaid and make health coverage more affordable for Americans. These provisions represent an important step towards health equity.

Yet, more needs to be done. Medicaid expansion extended quality health coverage to Americans who make too little to purchase a plan on the marketplace but too much to qualify for traditional state Medicaid.

However, with twelve states still refusing to expand Medicaid—eight of them in the South—over two million uninsured poor adults have been left in the Medicaid coverage gap, with no realistic access to health coverage. Across our states, more than 55% of these adults are Black, Hispanic, or Asian. That figure reaches as high as 72% in some states.
Our residents—especially people of color—are being denied the right, benefits, and dignity of healthcare coverage granted to Americans in 38 other states, a right that Congress fully intended when it expanded Medicaid through the Affordable Care Act.

Expansion states have made the greatest progress in narrowing racial gaps in health outcomes. They see fewer maternal deaths for Black and Hispanic women. And in rural communities, expansion has helped sustain struggling hospitals in areas that already experience sparse access to health care facilities.

A Kaiser Family Foundation analysis of over 400 studies found that Medicaid expansion saves lives, helps states and their hospitals save money, and improves people’s health and well-being. Those benefits should not be denied to Americans simply because of where they live—especially not in regions that already bear long, enduring legacies of structural racism and violence.

State leaders continue to block the path forward for expansion despite additional federal incentives, upholding deeply politicized tensions over the will of their constituents while exacerbating health inequities in our communities.

Without bold, federal action in the economic recovery package, communities of color in our states could be left waiting another decade or more for access to basic, life-saving health coverage. Congress has a brief window to act. Now is the time.

America can’t recover if all Americans aren’t covered. We can’t thrive as a nation if some communities continue to suffer. We can’t continue to allow state leaders to stand in the way of the health and well-being of millions of Americans.

Our communities are counting on your leadership to ensure all Americans have access to quality, affordable health coverage by including a direct, comprehensive coverage option in recovery legislation.

We remain ready to work with you to meet this goal and would be eager to continue this discussion.

Sincerely,
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